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Abstract. Growth and decay estimates are derived for an incompressible homoge-
neous isotropic elastic material occupying a plane semi-infinite strip in equilibrium under
self-equilibrated loads on the base and zero traction along the lateral sides. The esti-
mates depend upon a pair of differential inequalities for two cross-sectional line integrals
related to different kinds of energy fluxes. A comparison with the exact solution shows
that the estimates are somewhat conservative. The method, however, is applicable to
non-rectangular plane regions.

1. Introduction. Incompressibility, although an idealisation, provides a satisfactory
mathematical description of several physical materials including rubber and certain crys-
tals. Yet, due to the difference between the respective equations, the solutions to the
equations of incompressible elasticity cannot usually be derived from those for the clas-
sical compressible theory. Within the context of Saint-Venant's principle, this has led
to recent renewed interest in incompressibility as shown, for example, by the important
investigations for a semi-infinite cylinder of Maremonti and Russo [15], who discussed a
perfectly incompressible elastic material, and that of Horgan and Payne [8] who consid-
ered nearly incompressible elastic materials. Both sets of conclusions, however, involve
estimates only for the decay of the energy stored in partial volumes of the cylinder, and
do not deal in any detail with the possibility of growth.

In this paper, we study an incompressible, homogeneous isotropic linear elastic mate-
rial occupying a semi-infinite plane strip loaded on its base and having the lateral sides
at zero traction. Replacement of area measures by cross-sectional line measures for the
energy flux enables estimates to be derived for both growth and decay. In fact, two
different line measures are required which are shown to satisfy a pair of differential in-
equalities whose independent variable is the distance of the cross section from the base.
Integration leads to the desired estimates, which are obtained in terms of computable
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amplitudes and exponents. Similar treatments applied to the corresponding problem in
steady Stokes flow along a channel, where the velocity and not the traction vanishes on
the lateral boundary, also involve a pair of differential inequalities, which, however, are
easier to solve (see, e.g., [10]—[12], [14]).

A smooth solution is assumed to exist so that, in particular, the base loading of the
strip does not create any singularities at the corners. The summation convention is
adopted throughout together with the comma notation for spatial partial differentiation.
Greek indices assume values in the range 1, 2. Arguments of functions, especially in
integrals, are omitted where there is no risk of confusion.

2. Statement of problem and basic inequalities. We consider a semi-infinite
strip Q of constant width h (> 0) and we select a Cartesian coordinate set of (£1,2:2)-
axes to have its origin located in the base and positive xj-axis along one side. We denote
the regions fl(a,b)(a < b) and L(y\) respectively by

f2(a, b) = {x G fi! : a < X\ < b}, (2-1)
L(yi) = {x £ n : Xx = yi, 0 < x2 < hj, (2.2)

where x denotes the pair (xi,x2).
A linear isotropic homogeneous incompressible elastic material occupies f2 in a state of

plane deformation and is maintained in equilibrium under zero body-force, zero traction
on the lateral boundaries, and self-equilibrated loading distributed over the base. The
behaviour of the displacement, strain and stress components at asymptotically large
values of X\ is not specified but is to be determined from the analysis.

The strain components, derived from the displacement ua(x) by the equations

ea/3 = 2^a'/^ (2-3)

are related to the stress components <jap by the expressions

^q/3 2 (2*4)
where /i is the positive shear modulus, p(x) is the pressure, and 8ap is the usual Kronecker
delta.

The stress components themselves satisfy the equilibrium equations

CTa/3,/3 =0, x efl, (2.5)

which, on noting (2.4), alternatively may be written as

'2neap,0 = P.a, x E f!, (2.6)

or as

llUa^pp — P.a, xefl, (2.7)

on incorporating the incompressibility condition

^a.Q — ^aa 0, X G (2.8)

Vanishing traction on the lateral sides requires

^2(^1,0) = o-a2(xi,/i) = 0, xi > 0, (2.9)
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while self-equilibration of the loads over the base implies the relations:

/ cral dx2 = / x2crn dx2 = 0, (2.10)
JL( o) Jl( 0)

which with the help of (2.5) and (2.9) gives

/ craidx2= / (xi<j2\ - x2crn) dx2 = 0, xi > 0. (2-11)
J L{x i) J L(x i)

In particular, from (2.4) and (2.11) we obtain

/ pdx2 = 2/x / en dx2, Xi > 0. (2-12)
J L(xi) J L(x i)

We associate with the region fi(:ri,i/i), Xi < yi, two energy functionals defined by

E(xi,yi)=2n eapea0dx, (2.13)
</f2(xi ,yi)

Ei{xi,yi) =2fi ea0,\eafj^dx. (2.14)

Besides several standard inequalities, we need one other which for completeness is
stated here.

Steklov-Korn inequality. Let wa{x) be a smooth vector function defined on fl(z, z + k),
where z > 0 and k is a positive constant, and for given z. k, let wa(x) satisfy the
normalization

/ wadx= {wa^ - Wfs^a) dx = 0. (2-15)
Jfl(z,z+k) J

Then there exists a computable positive constant T such that

[ wawa dx2 + [ Wawa dx2 < 7 [ (Wa,0 + W0,a){wa,p + Wg.a) dx.
JL(z) J L(z + k) ^ Jfl(z,z + k)

(2.16)
Proof. Inequality (2.16) has been established in [1] by means of the following sequence

of inequalities:

/ wawadx2+ / wawadx2<K\ / wa,pwa,p dx + K2 / wawadx
J L{z) JL{z-{-k) JSl{z,z+k) Jfl(z,z+k)

(2.17)

< (A'i + q~xK2) I wa^waifjdx (2.18)
J Q(z,z+k)

<[K(Ki+q~1K2)/4\ {wa,0 + u)t3,a)(wc,:i3 + w0:a)dx, (2.19)
J Q(z,z+k)

in which Ki, K2 are computable positive constants, q is the first nonzero eigenvalue for
the free membrane problem for fl(z, z + k), and K is Korn's constant of the second kind
for f2(z,z + k) in the incompressible case. Numerical values for these constants, which
all depend upon fl(z, z + k), are available in the literature and are used in Sec. 6.
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Alternative proofs of (2.16) are presented in [16] and [2] and impose the normalizations

/ wads= / (xiu>2 — x^W\) ds = 0, (2.20)
JdZa JdT.a

where dT,a is the boundary of the circle of radius a, centre (z + \h), and contained
in VL(z,z + k). But different numerical values of T are usually obtained.

Each method establishes the existence of the constant I\ Inequality (2.18) may then
be derived from a variational problem for which the associated eigenvalue problem is

wa,ct — 0, xefl(z,z + k), (2.21)

r(u>a,/3 + W/3,a),/3 =P,a, X £ fl(z, Z + k), (2.22)

r(wa,/3 + Wf3,a)np = pna, x £ dfl\[L(z) U L(z + k)}, (2.23)

r(u>a,/3 + W/3,a)ng ~ 2wa = pna, X e L{z) U L{z + k), (2.24)

where n is the unit outward normal on d£l(z, z + k). The incompressibility condition (2.8)
is introduced as a constraint, p acts as the Lagrange multiplier, and the normalization
(2.15) is assumed.

Equations (2.21)-(2.23) are formally identical to (2.8), (2.6), and (2.9) respectively.
In Sec. 6 we exploit this analogy to determine a numerical lower bound for the constant
r.

3. Line measures. The first line measure used to derive growth and decay estimates
is the energy flux across the line segment L(xi) defined by

H(xi) = / <raiuadx2, Xi > 0. (3.1)
J L(x i)

Successive use of (2.5), (2.9), (2.4), and (2.7), accompanied by integration by parts,
enables us to deduce the identity

H(xi + k) — H(xi) = E(x\,X\ + k), x\ > 0, (3-2)

where k is a positive constant. Hence, we may conclude that

H'(xi) = 2/W eapeapdx2, xi > 0, (3.3)
J L(x i)

where a superposed prime denotes differentiation with respect to the argument. It follows
immediately from (3.3) that

H'(x\) >0, xi > 0, (3.4)

and that H(x\) is nondecreasing for x\ > 0. Let us also note that (2.8) enables H'(x\)
to be alternatively written as

H'(xi)=Afj, / (e$2 + ej2) dx2, x\ > 0. (3.5)
J L(x i)

The second line measure is the nonnegative function V^(ii) defined to be

V(xi )-n[ ea2ea2 dx2 + — [ p2 dx2, xi > 0. (3.6)
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It follows from (2.4), (2.8), (2.9), and an integration by parts that

V'(xi) = / <Ja2Ua,12dx2, Xi > 0, (3.7)
JL(xi)

which, on using (2.9) and (2.5), may be rewritten as

V'(x1)= (Ta\,lUa.ldx2, XX > 0. (3.8)
JL(x1)

Hence, V'{x\) may be interpreted as a first-order energy flux across L(xi). Further
differentiation of (3.8) and use of (2.5), (2.4), and (2.8) together with an integration by
parts leads to the relation

V'{x\ + fc) — V'(xi) = Ei(x\,x\ + k), x\ > 0, (3.9)

and hence

V"(xi) = 2fj, ea0Aeal3)idx2, Zi > 0, (3.10)
J L(x i)

so that

V"(xi) >0, xi > 0. (3.11)

Again, from (2.8) we may express V"(x\) alternatively as

V"(x1)=4n[ (e22,i + ei2,i)dx2, xi>0. (3.12)
J L(x i)

4. Differential inequalities. The following propositions establish the differential
inequalities satisfied by the functions H(xi) and V(x\). Their integration is discussed in
Sec. 5.

The first requires preparatory additional notation. Let He a positive constant and
let 2 be fixed. We introduce the vector function Ua(x) by

Ua(x) = ua(x) + aa +ea0xgb, (4.1)

where eQ/g is the two-dimensional alternating tensor, and the constants aQ and b are
chosen such that

/ Uadx= £a/3Ua<p dx = 0. (4.2)
JQ,(z,z+k) JQ(z,z+k)

We observe that eap, defined by (2.3), may also be written in the form

ea/3 = \{Ua^ 4- Up,a), x £ fl. (4-3)

On noting the self-equilibrating conditions (2.11), we may use (4.1) to express H(x3) in
the equivalent form

H(x 1) = / cralUadx2, (4.4)
J L(x 1)

which is the expression required for the first proposition.
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Proposition 4.1. The energy flux measure H(xi), as defined in the form (4.4), satisfies
for each x\ > 0 the differential inequality

\H(Xl)\ < 2/J(l + e)~2[H'(x1) + JL-V"(Xl)]l / UaUa dx-2
' L(xi)

(4.5)

where e is an arbitrary positive constant.

Proof. We define the vector function va(x) by

va(x) = Ua(x) — ~ [ Ua(xi,ri) dr), (4.6)
h

which satisfies the relations

/ va{xuri) = 0, / vavadx2< / UaUadx2. (4.7)
J L(x i) J L(xi) J L(x i)

On appealing to (2.11) and (2.4), we may use (4.6) to equivalently express H(xi) as

H(xi) = 2/j / eaivadx2 — / pv\dx2- (4.8)
J L(x i) J L(x i)

For each fixed xi, we introduce the differential function w{x2) defined by

Iw(x2) = / Mxi,?i)dr], (4.9)

so that w(0) = w(h) = 0, and w 2(^2) = ^1(^1,^2)- The second term on the right of
(4.8) therefore becomes

- pvidx2 = 2^ (e2i^w — e22Vi) dx2l (4-10)
J L(x 1) J L(x 1)

where we have used the stated properties of w(x2) together with (2.6) and an integration
by parts. Insertion of (4.10) into (4.8) and recalling (2.8) leads us to

H{x\) = 2n / [-2e22t>i + ei2t>2 + e\2,\w} dx2. (4-11)
J L(x 1)

An application of the Schwarz and Poincare inequalities then yields

\H(Xl)\ < 211 / {4<i1e|2 + d2e\2 + d3e2121} dx2
J L(x 1)

f {{d'l'' + h2ir^2d^l)v\-\-d2lv2} dx2
J L(x 1)

(4.12)

where d, {i = 1,2,3) are positive constants selected to satisfy

d\ = (1 + e)d2 = £TT2h~2d3, (4-13)

and s is an arbitrary positive constant. On substituting the values (4.13) into (4.12) and
recalling the identities (3.5) and (3.12), together with (4.7) we are led to the required
inequality (4.5).
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Proposition 4.2. The nonnegative function V(xi), defined by (3.5), satisfies the differ-
ential inequality

V(xi) < H'(xi) + ^V"(xi), xi>0. (4.14)

Proof. It follows from (3.6) and (3.5) that

V{x\) = ~H'(xi) + I p2 dx2, Xi > 0. (4.15)
4 4/i Jl(Xi)

To estimate the second term on the right of (4.15), we introduce the function P(x) defined
by

P{x)=p{x)-~ I pdx2, x\ > 0, (4-16)
h JL(xi)

f P dx2 — 0, P,2(x) = p,2(x), x\ > 0, (4.17)
JL(xi)

that

and

/ p2 dx2< / P2 dx2 + 4/j2 / e'22 dx2, x\ > 0,
J L{x 1) J L(x 1) J L(x 1)

(4.18)

where we have used (2.12), (2.8) and Schwarz's inequality to obtain the second term on
the right. Furthermore, on setting

rx 2

q(x2)= P(xi,rj) drj, xx > 0, (4.19)
Jo

for each fixed x\, we deduce from (4.17), (2.6), and an integration by parts followed by
the Schwarz and Poincare inequalities that

[ P2dx2<&n2 if el2dx 2) +(h/n)([ e\21
JL(Xl) \J L(xi) J \Jl{x x)

n 2
2

dx 2 , X\ > 0.

(4.20)
Insertion of (4.20) and (4.18) into (4.15) then establishes (4.14).

5. Growth and decay estimates. The required growth and decay estimates, ob-
tained by integration of the differential inequalities satisfied by H{x 1) and V(xi), are
contained in the theorems of this section. Let us first note, however, that the vector
function Ua(x), defined by (4.1), satisfies the normalization conditions (4.2). Hence, for
the region fl(z, z + fc), where A: is a positive constant and z is fixed, we have from (2.16)
that

f UoJJa dx2 ~\~ f UQUa dx2 ̂  "j / (^a,/3 ~i~ ^/3,a)(f^a,/3 ~t~ ^/3,a) dx
JL(z) JL(z-\-k) ^ JCl(z,z-j-k) fz, ~\\P yd'1)

= -^[H(z + k)-H(z)\,
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where we have appealed to (4.3) and (3.2). Thus, on allowing 2 to become arbitrary and
putting z = xi, we may conclude that

[ UaUadx2<^[H{x1 + k)-H{xi)], x\ > 0. (5.2)
JL{x i)

The entire procedure may be repeated for the region Q(z — k, z) and, in particular,
leads to

f UaUadx2<^[H{x1)-H{x1-k)\, Xl>k. (5.3)
JLix!)

We now consider the growth and decay estimates.

Theorem 5.1 (Growth). Suppose that either (a) H(0) > 0; or (b) ^'(0) > 0; or (c)
H(0) > 0 and V"(0) > 0. Then either H(xi), V'(xi), or both functions possess an
exponentially increasing lower bound for sufficiently large x\.

(Explicit lower bounds are presented in the proof.)

Proof. We consider only part (c). The proof of parts (a) and (b) is similar, but may
be restricted to consideration of either only (4.5) or only (4.14) respectively.

Now, by hypothesis and (3.4), (3.11), we have

H(x i) >0, x\> 0, (5.4)
V'(xi) > 0, x\ > 0. (5.5)

We first develop inequality (4.5). From (5.4) and (5.3) it follows that

H{xi) < [2T(1 + e)]5
2

+ Jhv"M [H(xi)]2, xi >k, (5.6)

which, after an application of the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality, leads to

o < H'[X 1) + ^r£V"{xi) - 2r(]1+ H(Xl), Xl>k. (5.7)

A linear combination of inequalities (5.7) and (4.14) produces the inequality

0 < H'(xi) - ciH(xi) + c2[V"(Xl) - cjV(xi)\, xi > k, (5.8)

where the constants c\, c2 are given by

m h2(m + 2s)
Cl 2r(l + e)(l + m)' C2 47t2£'(1+to)'

and to > 0 satisfies

m2(m + 2e)/(l + m)2 = 167r2r2£(l + e)2/h2. (5.10)

Hence, (5.8) may be rewritten as

0 < (He~ClXiy+ c2[(VeClXl)'e-2ciXl]', Xl > k, (5.11)

and thus by integration we obtain

[H(0) + c2V\0) + c2ci\/(0)]ecia:i < [H(xi) + c2V'(x1) + c2cxV(xi)], xx > k. (5.12)
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Integration of (4.14) leads to

e~(-K\/2xi/h) <■
H{Xl) + &V'{Xl) ~

(5.13)

where x\ > 0. On elimination of V{x\) between (5.12) and (5.13) we obtain the required
result.

In the proof of part (a), we note that (5.12) holds with V'(x\) < 0, for x\ > 0;
otherwise, if V'{x\) > 0 for x\ > Xq > 0, say, then part (c) applies. A similar remark
holds for part (b).

Remark 5.1. Let the conditions of Theorem 5.1 hold at any point x\ = xo > 0. Then
the conclusions of the theorem continue to hold for sufficiently large X\ > Xq and by (3.2)
and (3.9) imply that either E(xi,oo) or Ei(xi,oo) or both are unbounded for X\ > 0.

This observation is used to provide conditions for decay estimates for H(xi), V'{x\),
and V(x\).

Theorem 5.2 (Decay). Suppose that

E(xi, oo) + Ei(xi, oo) < oo, > 0. (5-14)

Then

(a) H{x\) < 0, ^'(^i) <0, xi > 0, (5.15)

(b) [--^(^i) - c2V'(xi) +ciC2V{xi)\ < e ClXl[-F(0) - c2V'{0) +cic2V(0)], xi > 0,

(5.16)
where the positive constants ci and c2 are given by (5.9) and (5.10).

Proof. Assumption (5.14) together with Remark 5.1 proves part (a).
For part (b), we introduce (5.2) into (4.5) to obtain

-hOn) < [2r(i + e)]2 [~H[xi)]5, xi > 0, (5.17)

and then after application of the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality we conclude that

0 < H'{xi) + + 2r(l1+ e)H(-X^' Xl - °" ^5'18^

Hence, on combining with (4.14) we have

0 < H'(xi) + c\H(xi) + c2\V"(xi) - c\V(xi)\, xi > 0, (5.19)

where C\ and c2 are given by (5.9). Integration of (5.19) follows upon expressing it in
the form

0 > (HeClXl)' + c2[(Ve-ClXl)'e2ciX1]', > 0, (5.20)

and leads immediately to (5.16).
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Remark 5.2. The decay estimate (5.16) not only provides corresponding estimates
for each of the functions H(xi), V(xi), and V'(x\), but also leads to estimates for other
quantities. For example, an estimate for the mean-square over L(xi) of the pressure
may be derived from that for V(xi) on noting (3.6). Inequality (5.16) also implies that
H(xi), V(x\), and V'(x\) vanish in the asymptotic limit for large values of x\. Hence,
from (3.2) it therefore follows that

E(x\, oo) < e~ClXl [£7(0, oo) + C2E1 (0,00) + C1C2V(0)], x\ > 0, (5-21)

while together with (3.9) a similar bound may be deduced for E\(x 1,00).
Remark 5.3. It may be concluded from (5.21) that

lim / ea0ea/3 dx2 = 0, (5.22)
x^ocJl(x1)

and hence

/ eapea0 dx-2 = -2 / ea0eaf3A dx < E^ (xi, oo)E{ {xu 00), (5.23)
J L{x 1) f2(xi,oc)

thus yielding an estimate for the mean-square of the strain.
Finally, inequality (5.2) in conjunction with (5.21) provides a decay estimate for the

mean-square over L{x\) of the displacement taken to within a rigid body displacement.

6. Numerical evaluation. In order to assess the numerical accuracy of the esti-
mates derived in the previous section, we compare them with the exact solution obtained
by expressing the displacement in the form

u1(x1,x2) = 1p,2, U2{xux2) =(6.1)

where ip(xi,x2) is a stream function. Under suitable smoothness conditions on tp(xi, x2),
it follows from the equilibrium equations (2.7) that

oca P. 2) A^VJ,2aa P.h (6-2)

and hence we conclude that ip and p are respectively biharmonic and harmonic functions.
We therefore assume that i/j(xi,x2) has the form

ip(xi, x2) = e~Xxi [(yl + XBX2) cos \x2 + {C + \Dx2) sin AX2], (6-3)

where the constants A, B, C, D are to be chosen and the constant A is an eigenvalue.
The general solution is obtained from (6.3) by summation over the eigenvalues and its
completeness may be discussed as described, for example, in [3]. In terms of (6.3), we
have

p(x\,x2) = 2ii\2e~Xxi[B cos \x2 + .DsinAa^], (6.4)

cti2(xi, X2) = —2fiX2e~Xxi [(B + C + ADx2) sin \x2 + (A — D + \Bx2) cos AX2], (6.5)

<722(^1, ̂ 2) = 2/i\2e~Xxi [(C + \Dx2) cos AX2 - (A + \Bx2) sin Aa^]. (6.6)

The boundary conditions (2.9) are satisfied on setting

Xh ± sin Xh = 0 (6-7)
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and taking C = 0, A = D, and

D = Stan or ^ = — Dtan > (6-8)

depending upon whether the plus or minus sign is respectively taken in (6.7). With this
choice of parameters, the value of the function H(xi), for example, is given by

—H(x i) = — exp{—2Xx\}H(0)\ (6.9)

the function V(xi) may be similarly evaluated. The nontrivial roots of (6.7) are complex
and the lowest has the value Ah = 4.2121 + 2.2508i (see, e.g., [9] or [16]). Thus, the exact
decay rate in (6.9) is exp{—8.4242xi//i} (cp. [6], p. 231).

From (5.16) the corresponding estimated decay rate Ci is given by (5.9) for the pair
of positive constants (m,e) satisfying (5.10) which we note implies

CjC2 = (1 + to)-1. (6.10)

We shall endeavour to select (m,e) to maximize c\, but let us immediately observe
that (5.9) directly yields the bound

Cl < (2IT1. (6.11)

In order to evaluate (6.11), we require a numerical value either for T or for its lower
bound. We briefly consider two methods for the determination of these quantities based
respectively upon the constants in the a priori inequalities (2.18) and upon the eigenvalue
problem (2.21)-(2.24). The first method leads to a comparatively poor approximation
due mainly to the numerical values of the constants appearing in the a priori inequalities.
On the other hand, the second approach improves on the first since it relies less on a
priori inequalities and more on exact elements of the actual solution.

Accordingly, we first have from [4] and [7] that

Ki = hri/2, K2 = 4 ft"1 + 2r?-1, q = tt 2/r2, K = 4.5, (6.12)

where we have chosen k = h, r] is an arbitrary positive constant, and the conjectured
value of K for a square has been assumed (cp. [7], [5, Eq. (5.20)]). Hence, on setting
r] = 2 Vh/ir, we obtain

T = K(Kx + q~lK2) = 9h[nVh + 2]/tt2 > 18h/n2, (6.13)

which yields

r-1 < 0.548/T1. (6.14)

Hence, by (6.11), we obtain Ci < 0.274h~l, which is considerably less than the exact
decay rate.

Alternative estimates for the constants (K\ + g^A'2) and K are known (e.g., [13],
[5]) but are not discussed here. Instead, we next consider the numerical estimate for a
lower bound of T calculated from the eigenvalue problem (2.21)-(2.24) associated with
inequality (2.16). Rather than solve exactly the eigenvalue problem and thus derive a
precise value for the eigenvalue T, we calculate an approximate value by exploiting the
analogy with the boundary value problem (2.6)—(2.11) whose exact solution is given by
(6.2), (6.3) subject to (6.7) and (6.8).
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Thus, we consider the Rayleigh quotient,

R=]r f {Wa,0 + Wi3,a){w0,a+Wp,a)dx
^ JQ(xi ,X2+fc)

(6.15)/ WaWa dx2 + / Wawa dx2
J L(x i) JL(x\+k)

for functions wa given by

W\=ipfi, u>2 =-v>, 1, (6.16)

where ip(xi,x2) is the function (6.3) for which A satisfies (6.7), C = 0, A = D, and (6.8)
holds.

On substituting (6.16) into (6.15) we may conclude that

r_1 < AtanhAfc[l+4(l-A2/i2)5]/[3 + 2(l-A2/i2) + 2(l-A2h2)i] < 2A. (6.17)

Hence, on using (6.7), we obtain r_1 < 8.4242/i_1, which is an improvement on (6.14)
and gives the bound cj < 4.2121ft--1. Thus, this calculation shows that the estimated
decay rate cannot exceed half the exact rate.

An expression for the exact maximum value of c\ is obtained on selecting the ap-
propriate values of m, e that satisfy (5.10). A standard calculation leads to the choice
m = e~l where e satisfies

7Ve3 + (27V - l)e2 + TVe - 1 = 0, (6.18)

and TV = 471T/1-1. Then,

ci = [2r(l + e)2]-! (6.19)

with £ given by

(27V-1) 1
37V + 2TtV \{~G+ v/(G2 + 4ij3)}5 +{~G~ v/(G2+4//3)}5]

(6.20)

where G = -27V2(7V + l)/3, H = -{7V(2 - n/3) - 1}{7V(2 + y/3) + l}/9.
Other estimates for c\ are obtained on selecting particular solutions of (5.10). For

example, when £ = |, we have

2m = lu

and hence
CO

1 + v/(l +4w-2) j 2, u = 3V2nTh-\ (6.21)

\/(l + 4w~2) — ll , (6.22)Cl 6r

which to first order becomes

ci = ^< 2-808ft"1, (6.23)

on appealing to (6.17).
Hence, we conclude that the estimated decay rates are somewhat inexact when com-

pared with the actual rate. In this respect, we remark that in the corresponding three-
dimensional isotropic compressible elastic problem, the use of an inequality analogous to
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(2.16) also does not estimate the decay rate to a high degree of accuracy (cp. [6], p. 246).
Indeed, it appears that the use of the inequality considered in [17] likewise probably leads
to an estimated decay rate that is similarly conservative.

Nevertheless, despite the inexactitude, the method described here for deriving the
growth and decay estimates is not restricted to rectangular regions and is applicable to
general regions ft. Hence, these estimates provide useful information on the behaviour
of the solution for such regions.
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